ACROSS
1) Furry or frightful
6) Kind of vibes?
9) Vocal quality
14) Sound portion of a broadcast
15) Shelley output
16) Poetic metrical units
17) Squeeze out water, as of clothes
18) Run-down pencil
19) Pass, as a law
20) Firehouse sight
23) Provides pieces for?
24) On a wayward path
25) UN agcy. for workers
28) Is in the past
29) Sight the target
30) Pew attachment
32) Mishandled a pop-up, e.g.
34) Baldwin of TV and film
35) Artful deception
41) "_ Only Just Begun"
42) Snacks in shells
43) Tepid rating
47) Near sea level
51) Prickly chestnut case (Var.)
52) Like a phoenix out of the ashes
54) Not eve for sure
55) Sneaky sales tactic
58) Make flush
60) Hawaiian adornment
61) Hill of a D.C. scandal
62) Fixture near a toilet
63) Clue analyzer, in slang
64) No-hit king Ryan
65) Church sections
66) Fido's scrap
67) What's in vogue

DOWN
1) Derisive laugh
2) City near Denver
3) Manners of speaking
4) Hockey-practice sites
5) Downward dog discipline
6) They serve without pay
7) All grown up
8) Leave, as a ship
9) Make a colorful T-shirt
10) Wax's opposite
11) Texas panhandle city
12) A TV network
13) Western movie command
21) Nigerian dollar
22) Football legend Marino
26) Evil look
27) "The Lord of the Rings" soldiers
29) "_ we there yet?"
31) Cornfield array
32) Anagram for "seek"
33) Banned insecticide, for short
35) Use a mop (Var.)
36) It's got food all over it
37) Blows it on "The Price Is Right"
38) Put a curse on
39) Sacred pictures
40) Ticket designation
44) Adulterates
45) College major
46) Venice's oldest bridge
48) Capable of movement
49) Trig function
50) At one's disposal
53) Elvis impersonator's expression
54) Juvenile
56) Pulitzer Prize-winning author James
57) Desire or require
58) Lawyer's org.
59) It's right under your nose